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The meet:i,ng •ras called to order at 10.45 a.m. 

AGENDA ITEM 124 (continued) 

CONCLUSION OF A WORLD TREATY ON THE NON-USE OF FORCE IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

(A/31/243; A/C.l/31/L.3) 

Mrs. EORODOHSKY (Cuba) (interpretation from Spanish): Mr. Chairman, 

speaking for the first time'in this Corrmittee, my delegation is highly 

gratified that you are presiding over its work. You represent Poland, 

a country with which we maintain the closest and deepest relations, 

reflecting the unswervinc; friendship and solidarity of brotherly peoples. 

May we therefore congratulate you most warmly, as well as the other officers 

of the Committee,to whom we pledge our full co-operation so as to ensure 

the success of the work of this Committee. 

Once again, thanks to the initiative of the Soviet Union, we have on 

the General Assembly 1 s agenda an item that fulfils the principles and purposes 

laid down in the Charter and meets the objective for •rhi ch this highest 

world Organization was created, namely: 
11to save succeeding generations from the scourge of war, which 

twice in our lifetime has brought untold sorrow to mankind •.• '1 

The conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations should be the object of careful consideration and thorough study by 

all delegations present here. The use of force is as old as the history of 

man itself, the weak succumbing to the strongest. That force grew and 

changed as new nations emerged and established relations among themselves 

and as mankind evolved to the present stage. The use of force in 

international relations has covered the broadest range, 

from brutal, overt, direct force to the most subtle, covert, refined form, 

as a means of halting the irreversible historical process of contemporary 

development, oriented towards a new society in ··which .progressive and peace

loving forces will prevail, with the total e:J!imination of the aggressive, 

reactionary and expansionist forces that still exist today and are 

represented by imperialist, colonialist and neo-celonialist policies. 
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The use of force in international relations is not confined to the use of 

contingents of soldiers, armaments, equipment and so on against a country 

where there is no state of war; there are other methods and means, perhaps more 

dangerous, 1-ridely used at present in a situation where the prevailing 

trend is the existence of factors which contribute to international detente, 

Significant examples of this are the results of the Helsinki Conference on Security 

and Co-operation in Europe and other relevant international events. However, 

international detente in no way means that imperialism has abandoned its intentions, 

its aggressive essence. It is true that the present relation of forces in 

the world in no way facilitates the warmongering adventures of imperialism. 

\ve no longer have to fear that the weak will succumb to the strongest. TJe 

find that w"hat is just and honest prevails in the world today, but we must 

not underestimate the povrer of those who have not resigned themselves to 

live in a world of peace and international security which they do not 

desire. 

At the Fifth Conference of Heads of State or Government of Non-Aligned 

Countries, held in Colombo, it was stated: 
17The Conference expressed alarm at the increasing evidence of 

the resort to forms of aggression by foreign Powers and other political 

and economic agencies or institutions, official as well as private, 

such as transnational corporations, aimed at preserving and protecting 

their special interests and dominant influence in order to obstruct 

and thwart the processes of political, economic and social 

transformation. . .. Politics of pressure and C',c:rdrcation ,,,ere continuing 

to seriously threaten the independence of States. (A/31/197. annex, para. 144) 
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(Mrs. Borodowsky, Cuba) 

If we review the various ways in which force has been used in international 

relations during the past decades by the representatives of imperialist policy, 

headed essentially by United States imperialism, we need do no more than 

recall that there is not a single part of the world in which that policy has 

not manifested itself. To cite but a few examples, there was the Korean war; 

the war in Laos and in Cambodia, the aggression against heroic Viet Nam -- the 

most horrifying instance of aggression since the end of the Second World War; 

the situation in the Middle East; and the question of Cyprus. On the African 

continent there are far too many examples: Zimbabwe, Namibia, the policy of 

apartheid and what was attempted in Angola. 

In the Latin American continent the use of force in international relations 

has been no less frequent. Is not the situation maintained in Panama by United 

States imperialism actually the use of force in international relations? Is 

not the policy of destabilization carried out against countries in the 

Caribbean, such as Guyana, Barbados and Jamaica also an expression of the use 

of force in international relations? What happened in Chile -- the coup against 

the legitimate Government of President Allende was, as is recognized by the 

President of the United States himself, promoted, prepared and carried out by 

North American imperialism. Who can deny that this policy of the United States 

Government is not in fact the use of force in international relations? 

Our own country has been the victim of countless incidents, tangible 

evidence of that policy, incidents which have ranged from economic blockade 

and sabotage to attacks and direct aggression -- suffice it to recall Giron 

and forrn a whole series of eyepts. 'the- list· of which is rather long. The 

innocent victims·o:f the latest· barbarous and criminal act committed against our 

country~ the,sabotage of the Cuban aircraft in which the CIA and the imperialist 

Government of the United States participated directly, still lie at the bottom 

of the Cari·bbean sea. 

In the letter submitted by the Soviet Union, to which is annexed the draft 

world treaty on the non-use of force in international relations, is is stated 

that: 
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"despite tbe general improvemF::nt in tbe international sitc;_ation, 

hotbeds of war still exist in a number of areas as a consequence of 

aggression and the use of force against States and peoples. ii (A/31/243, p.ll 

The international community must make a careful study of wbat has occurred 

in tbe contemporary world and must decide who bas carried out that policy of 

aggression and force and who has helped international detente to become an 

irreversible fact. 

No one can deny that if detente has been possible, this bas been due first 

and foremost to the policy of peace of the Soviet Union. The item under 

discussion in this Committee is further irrefutable proof of tbe consistent 

pursuit of that peaceful policy. 

That treaty furthermore does not restrict the legitimate struggle of 

colonial peoples for freedom and independence or the inalienable right of 

peoples to protect and defend their sovereignty and territorial integrity. 

In the declarations of the conferences of the non-aligned countries we 

find important paragraphs relating to the use of force in international 

relations. The head of the Cuban delegation to the Fifth Conference of 

Non-aligned Countries in Colombo, comrade Carlos Rafael Rodriguez, in listing 

the various conflicts that still exist today as sources of tension in 

international affairs, stated: 

"Experience of those conflicts points to the need for the 

non--aligned countries to create rr:eans of voluntary collective conciliation 

designed to promote agreement in disputes which no one could avoid and 

which often derive from the legacy left by the coloni~ers themselves, 

the arbitrarily established boundaries, the forceful incorporation of 

lands, tribes nnd nationalities. The maturity of our vast emerging 

world will also be measured by its capacity to resolve through right 

and reason what the colonialist exploiters settled through the primitive 

but still existing 'law of the strongest'." 
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It lS for this reason that the draft treaty should be the object of 

careful study by all Member States of this Organization, bearing in mind 

that it will also benefit countries that are not yet members of the United 

i~ations. This draft treaty reflects and should foster the present world 

climate, of opposition to the use of unchecked force in international relations 

and its most terrifying aspect, the nuclear threat, by referring in its 

formulation to general and complete disarmament under strict and effective 

international control. 

The progressive forces must redouble their efforts in favour of peace 

and to avert the dangers of the use of force in international relations by 

those who, helpless before the inexorable course of history, corr®it inhuman 

and degrading acts against humanity. This draft treaty may well become a 

new instrun~nt to curb that irresponsible policy that endangers international 

peace and security. 

vw delegation believes that this important item should be maintained on 

the agenda of the General Assembly. The views and suggestions that may be 

submitted by Member States, as requested in the draft resolution in document 

A/C.l/31/1.3, will enrich this constructive treaty and turn it into an effective 

_means in international relations for the creation of more favourable conditions 

of peace, justice, equality and international co-·operation throughout the world. 

My country also states that it wishes to become a sponsor of 

the draft resolution before us. 

'I'he CHAim:;,n: I appreciate very much the kind reference of the 

representative of Cuba to the very close relations of friendship that exist 

between her country and mine and also the kind words that she addressed to 

the Chairman and the other officers of the Cormnittee. 

I have noted that Cuba -vlishes to be added to the list of sponsors of 

the draft resolution in document A/C.l/31/1.3. 
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~~~r_"_ Y"_~JVOD!_~ ( Czechosloval\:ia) ( internrets"tion frO"l Tlnssi:~.n) : 

Co:rnradc Ch[C.irnan, l]ermi t ice to con";ratulate you and all the other officers 

of the Committee lP)Ol1 your election to your i:lportant posts o Personally, 

it is a .~reat pleasure for Yn.e to h;.;_ve Hitnessed your election, since ue are 

ll_n~:ed by lonr, ·Stanc1inn; friendshi:rJ and joint 1-rorlc on the proble'.·lS of 

cUsarmament and oth:or Uniteu J:1t:oas questions. I am sure tl1at you vrill r;1ost 

successfully IJerforP1 tl~e tas1~s entrusted to you as Che"irmcm of the First 

CorlY'li ttee o 

One of the 8ost important items on the a3enda of this session of the 

(}eneral Asse1•lbly is 1vi thout any doubt the pronosal of the Soviet Union for 

the conclusion of a vorld treaty on t~1.e non use of force in international 

relations" The Czechosloval;: dele.··c:tion vrelcm'es this nro:oosal as one 1rhich 

voulo. l11eet the urc~ent needs and requirements of the contenrr!orary international 

situation o This Has stressed by the Foreign Minister of Czec:wsloval:ia 

in the genero"l de1Jate vhen he said: 

::,,e often he~w that it is first necessary, by concrete steps, 

to create c:m atmosphere of trust aFlonr; States 0 'Te are convinceci that 

at this session of the General !~sse'~''.blv vre have a ere at op1Jortuni ty 

to cl.o l!recisely tha.t than],s to the pronosal for the aooption of a vrorld 

treaty on refraininc-.; frm1 the use or thre2"t of force in internati anal 

relations suhli tted here on behalf of the Soviet Union by its 11'orei~;n 

''inister 0 ; 'r 0 nromy1~o 0 Czechoslovakia Fhole -heartedly SUDl;JOrts that 

:Proposal, vrhici1 is entirely in keeninr·; T.Ji th the needs and c;oals of our 

Organization .. , (fj3J}_P.Y_o]J'~'-"-}-_l) 

The noble icl.ea of pernanently excludin,r:; a{'"~ressive fl.ctivities fror 

relations 2monr~ '1"ltions, 1-:hich is reflected in the c)rO"Ta.lnlne for further stru{'"ro;le 

for ]Jeace and international co--opern_t,ion :for the freed.ol' and independence of 

neoples, aooYJte0_ by the x~~\Tth r:on;rcc:s o:f the: :o· .. unist of the 

~~oviet Union, is rneetin:~ viith 2D ever broader resl!onse in 1:rorld public on inion. 

exclusion of force f'rm' interns.tional relations and disar.~mment uas the subject 

of a. c'cecLcration by the re:;Jresentatives of 20 :::uropean coTDJ:2unist anr'l uorkers' parties 

at, a_conferen~e,l{g,jch vras held in June this year in Berlino It is greatly to the 

r1·ec;itof those parties that they l':::.ve helped to r-obilize the support of the broad 
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pro0ressi ve 1-11asses ln their countries for the stru:o;:;le for ~1)eace 9 security 
9 

CO···Opcration and social proc;ress in rurope. It -.;vas only a month a~·;o that 

the representatives of the peace rnove;•lent fro;., 90 countries vhich tool: part 

in the TTorld Conference on Disan,aEJ.ent ln ITelsinki expressefl themselves in 

favour of concludinr; a l·rorld treaty on the non· use of force in international 

relations. 

'rhe 1)oint lS that the -orohibition of the use or threat of force in 

international relations should become a prevailinr~ norr-1 of intern2.tional life. 

The renunciation of the unlavful use of force in inbernationalrre~Lations' was one 

of the ma"jor :orincinles underlvinp; the foundation of the United Tations. '!'his 

principle 9 reflected in our Charter 9 has :tJe-en- de:v-eloped. further ti.n 'a number of 

im;1ortant international fl.c "'1'ents, includinG; documents adopted in our 

Orc;anization. 'J'he nromotion of this princinle has more than once maCI.e it 

nossible to resolve fl.isputes by ne[;otiation and has facilitateCI. the attainment 

of ac;reerrJ.ents and unci_erstano.inr;s vrhich have beCOI'le ar:basistof political~~h; · 

detente. 1Te share the vievr that the time has nou becone ripe for the 

codification of this principle and its developnent in the suprer·le form_ of a" 

1mrld treaty uhich vould once ancl_ for all exclude fro;·,l. international relations 

unlmvful resort to the threat or use of force, as required ·by the United:;=~ 

nations Charter. ~~e l1USt Clo everythino; ln our po-vrer to see to it tho..t the 

require•1ents and nrovisions of the United _:a"tions (;barter are not forc;otten 

and that they continue constantl:;r to be develoned anCI. vrorl:ed upon. 

In the past the Genera"l Assernbly in its resolutions has:-: adopted ·a:-·nu:rn.ber of 

important princi:oles aim_ed a"t the attainment of this _r;oal. rr1·r.ese T)rincinles 

must be stren,a,thene(1 and fl_eveloped not only by irJ.eans of resolutions and decisions 

but alSO on the basis Of apreen1ent, Tl1J.y Should vTe not in that Case implement 

on the basis of a vorlcl. treaty the l)rovisions of the Declara-tion on -the-11on-Use 

of Force in International Relations and PermanE'!n:t- Prohib:i!tJ{on~ of tfie t(se of 

ITu~lear: l}ea:r::ons, aciol)teCI at the tvrenty-seventl1 session of the General Assenbly 

of the Uni tecl l\T8"tions as long ac;o as 1912? \lby should vre not atteltlpt to intensify 

the :orocess of d~tentc an~ strensthen the foundations of the syst6 1 of collective 

security in the 1mrld by l11_eans of such a useful instrument as 1-rould be the -vrorld 

treaty on the :non-use-or' force ln internatci:onal relations:?lc::As~a result -

of the conclusion of sucll. a treaty the \·Thole l·rorld anc1 peace in the 1-rorld IIOulct 

stand to [2.in. 
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(Mr. Vejvoda, Czechoslovakia) 

The conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations is a topical and urgent task which has profound political content and is 

directly linked with the problems of ensuring universal peace and security. 

The conclusion of a treaty would undeniably provide further incentive for 

the just settlement of existing crises and overt international conflicts 

which still pose a threat to universal peace. One of the major points in 

the draft treaty is the obligation on States parties to the treaty to resolve 

disputes among themselves exclusively by peaceful means. At the same time, 

the treaty would become a reliable instrument for the prevention of the 

outbreak of conflicts in the future. 

The essence of the matter~ the whole purport of the treaty, is quite 

clear: the prevention of aggression. It has already been possible to produce 

a number of important instruments for this pu~pose. The major provisions of 

the draft treaty flow directly from the definition of aggression adopted on 

the initiative of the Soviet Union two years ago at the twenty-ninth session 

of the General Assembly. The principle of the non-use of force and the resolution 

of disputes by peaceful means occupy pride of place in the Declaration on 

Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation 

among States of the twenty-fifth session of the General Assembly. 

Czechoslovakia will always deem it an honour that it was responsible for 

the initiative that led to the preparation of this Declaration. The exclusion 

of force from international relations was one of the major purposes of the 

Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security adopted by the 

General Assembly in 1970. The conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use 

of force in international relations would open up new prospects for co-operation 

in all areas of international relations on the basis of mutual trust and for 

the benefit of all. 

Czechoslovakia has always been a consistent opponent of the use of force in 

relations among States and supports the settlement of controversies exclusively 

by peaceful means. It has been possible for us, for example, to resolve once 

and for all in the form of a treaty with the Federal Republic of Germany the 

question of the so-called Munich Treaty, which was imposed upon us by force, 
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at the beginning of the Second World War and was invalid from the outset. 

In the spirit of peace and co-operation among countries vrith different social 

systems we are developing our relations not only with our neighbours but also, 

as stated in the general debate on 6 October by the Foreign Minister of 

Czechoslovakia, with a number of other VTesternl:European States. 
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A platform for further progress on those lines is provided by the results 

of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Burope. In the Final Act 

of that Conference, llhich 1-ras sealed in August last year by the signatures 

of the highest re~resentatives of 33 ~uropean States, the United States 

and Canada, the States participating in the Conference once again declared 

their intention to respect and strive for the implementation of the principle 

of the non-use of force or the threat of force and, in the conviction that 

it was necessary to make that principle an effective rule of international 

life, stated that they would do everything they could to put into effect 

the oblication to renounce the use or threat of force in their relations 

rrith each other. 

International security is, however, indivisible. 

shoula not be developed in only one part of the world. 

The process of detente 

The close linl: 

between peace and security in ~urope and peace and security in the rest 

of the world l-ras ~ incidentally; also confirmed at the Helsinki Conference. 

The fruitful results of the all-European Conference should be developed 

on a world~.wide scale. A treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations would unquestionably pro~ote the efforts being made to achieve 

that c;oal. 

The question of the non--use of force in international relations is 

directly linked vith the achievement of progress towards disarmament. 

After all, if 1-re 1·rant disarmament, which l-rould make an anachronism of the 

possession of arms and. armaments tllroushout the world, ve must reject all 

theories of force, llhether it be the idea of the balance of terror or the 

idea of the balance of strategic forces -- not to mention other reactiona~y 

and inhlllilane theories 1·rhich are still held. The political policy of force, 

l-Thich is fraught idth confrontation, is not something upon which we can 

build lasting peace or international security. If we pursue such a policy, 

we cannot lilake decisive progress towards disarmament, 1-re cannot extend 

international co-operation in the interests of development. Such a policy 

is quite properly conde:rmed by all the progressive forces in the worlc1 .. 
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The socialist countries are ready" in a spirit of sincere co-operation, 

to take part in all international ne~otiations to ensure international peace 

and security. They w-ill also strive for the adoption of effective measures 

to obtain a general reduction of armaments and the prohibition of atomic, 

nuclear and hydrogen l·reapons and all other types of vreapons of mass destruction. 

In fact, that is in conformity with the :provisions of article 2 of the i!arsa~v 

Pact. For more than 2C years now -··- the time that has elapsed since the 

si~ning of that Pact 

out their obligations. 

the socialist countries have been strictly carrying 

1:The non·-aligned. nations, which have consistently rejected the 

notion that world conflict is inevitable, have no stake in war .... 

Bvery nation and every individual has a right to peace, and just as 

peace is indivisible so is the responsibility for its preservation.;; 

(A/31/PV.ll, p. 13) 

'l'hat is a passage from the statement made by the Prime Minister of the Republic 

of Sri Lanka, drs. Bandarnaike, on 30 September this year during the general 

debate 1n the General Assembly. 

l'lany politicians and government personalities with a realistic outlook 

in ~'!estern countries are novr ex:pressinc; a readiness to hold a constructive 

dialogue. Hence, nevr and specific steps are essential so that the positive 

developments achieved 1n recent years in international relations may become 

stable and irreversible. 

The conclusion of a trer ty on the non-use of force in international 

relations 1muld without any doubt strengthen the results already achieved 

in the field of disarmament and would promote the comprehensive implementation 

of existing treaties. Furthermore, it would help to promote the universalization 

of such results. That is referred to in, for example, the twelfth paragraph 

of the preamble to the Treaty on the Hen-Proliferation of Nuclear Heapons, 

which reminds the parties to the Treaty of their obligation to refrain in 

their international relations from the threat or use of force. 

Is it possible to find ~ore reliable and more urgent ~uarantees of 

security for countries that do not possess nuclear 1-reapons than those which 

~-rould be provided by a world treaty on the non-use of force? Article I of 

the draft treaty now before this Conunittee clearly lays dmm the obligation 
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of States parties to refrain from the use of armed force involving any 

types of w·eapons ~ includine; nuclear or other types of weapons of mass 

destruction, on land~ on the sea~ in the air or in outer space" and to 

refrain from the threat of such use. The assumption of such an oblie;ation 

by international society as a vhole l·rould be a powerful incentive for 

activatinr~ negotiations on disarmament and resolving the ure;ent questions 

of disarmament, which, in spite of all the efforts that have been made~ 

remain unsolved. 

The treaty vould mal{e a particularly weighty contribution to the 

achievement of progress in nuclear disarmament. Precisely 15 years ago 

the sixteenth session of the General Assembly approved the Declaration on 

the prohibition of the use of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons. ~leven 

years later the General Assembly adopted a Declaration on the non-use of 

force in international relations and the permanent prohibition of the use 

of nuclear weapons. The noble ideas contained in those Declarations should 

be translated into international law. One of the merits of the Soviet draft 

treaty, in our view, is that it provides for an obligation on the part of 

the contracting parties to do everythine; in their pover to implement 

effective measures for lessening military confrontation ancl for disarmament, 

1-rhich vrould assist ln the achievement of the ultimate goal: e;eneral and 

complete disarmament. 

Hithin this Organization,the non-use of force in international relations 

~1as always been very closely linked 1-rith the inalienable right of all peoples 

to independence, self-determination and free and unimpeded development. 

These ideas are already reflected in the United Hations Charter. The use of 

armed force or any other repressive measures against peoples striving for 

their State sovereignty and independence is categorically condemned in the 

Declaration on the Granting of Independence to colonial Countries and Peoples, 

adopted at the fifteenth session of the General Assembly, in 1960. The justice 

of the struggle against aggression and for the elimination of its consequences 

by all lavful means of individual or collective self-defence is not subject 

to any doubt whatever. That is the source of the draft treaty before us. 
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The adoption of this treaty by the 1·rorld community, the world 

community 1 s assumption of the obligation not to use force in international 

relations, Hould undoubtedly serve the interests of the just struggle of 

oppressed countries and peoples against the vestiges of colonial domination 

and for their free and independent development. 

Furthermore, 1·re cannot overlook the valuable contribution to the 

attainment of the c;oals of reforming international economic relations 

that 1-rould be iHade by effectively banishinr: the use of force or the threat 

of such use from international relations. The establisbment of a new 

economic order in the world should be based directly upon the progressive 

principles of peaceful co-operation, equality, the settlement of disputes 

by peaceful means, the non-use of force, and non-intervention in internal 

affairs. 

Durinc, our CoriJIIlitte' s vrork, a great many arQ;uments have already been 

adduce(l_ in favour of the conclusion of a 'wrld treaty on the non-use of 

force in international relations. Fe still undeniably have before us very 

serious questions affecting most important aspects of the development of 

relations among States with different social and econo~ic systems. 
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The successful solution of this problem would be of the greatest 

significance in enhancing the effectiveness and authority of the United 

Nations and in further strengthening its role in all areas of international 

life. The clear and comprehensible draft treaty submitted by the Soviet 

Union and the views of States Members of our Organization on this question 

could, as early as the next session of the General Assembly, become a point 

of departure for a substantive discussion of the question of the conclusion 

of the treaty. Therefore we whole-heartedly support the provisions of the 

procedure proposed in the draft resolution in document A/C.l/1.3 submitted by 

the representative of the Soviet Union, the Deputy Foreign Minister of the 

USSR, I~. Kuznetsov, at the 11th meeting of our Committee, on 25 October. 

The Czechoslovak delegation wishes to become a sponsor of the draft 

resolution. 

The CHAIRMAN: I thank the Deputy Foreign Minister of Czechoslovakia 

for his kind reference to our friendship and co-operation, which I fully 

reciprocate. 

I note that Czechoslovakia wishes to become a sponsor of the draft 

resolution in document A/C.l/31/1.3. 

Mr. MARIN BOSCH (Mexico) (interpretation from Spanish): The 

prohibition of the use of force in international relations is one of the 

fundamental principles of Mexico's foreign policy. It is likewise one of the 

fundamental principles of the United Nations. Enshrined in the Charter, this 

principle has been reiterated in countless international instruments elaborated 

both within and outside the United Nations system. 

The inclusion in the agenda of the current session of the General Assembly 

of the item entitled "Conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in 

international relations" affords us an opportunity to focus the attention of 

this Committee for political and security affairs, including disarmament, on 

a matter of the highest importance and enables us to assess the possibility of 

developing a universally recognized rule of international law unequivocally 

binding on all States. 

Both in the letter of 28 September 1976 addressed to the Secretary-General 

by the Foreign Minister of the Soviet Union and its annex (A/31/243), as in 
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the statements made so far in this debate, some of the most relevant aspects 

of this question have been broached. A number of delegations have stressed 

that the Soviet draft treaty leaves room for improvement. It is to be hoped 

that in the year that will elapse between this debate and consideration of the 

item at the thirty-second session of the General Assembly other proposals on 

this item will be forthcoming. 

The Government of Mexico will give its detailed views on this question 

after it has studied the proposal carefully. In the meantime we wish to say 

that '~<Te consider that the link established by the Soviet Union in its 

draft between prohibition of the use of any type of weapon and international 

efforts in the field of disarmament is very apposite. In this connexion -vre 

believe that the wording of article IV of the draft could be slightly 

amP.nded to reflect the priorities established by the General Assembly in 

respect of disarmament. 

Lastly, we thiru: it desirable to point out that the Soviet Union not 

only requested the inclusion in the agenda of the current session of the 

General Assembly of the item on the non-use of force in international 

relations but also insisted that such prohibition should be given expression 

in a multilateral treaty also banning the use of any type of weapon, including, 

of course 7 nuclear weapons. 

As the representative of the depositary Government of the Treaty on the 

Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America-- that is, the Tlatelolco 

Treaty -- the Mexican delegation attaches special significance to that 

insistence of the Soviet Union. It should be recalled that in a number of 

resolutions the General Assembly has reiterated its conviction that the 

co-operation of nuclear-weapon States is necessary to enhance the effectivenss 

of any treaty establishing a nuclear-free zone and that such co-operation 

should be translated into commitments to be undertrucen also under a solemn 

legally binding international instrument such as a treaty, convention or 

protocol. 

The fact that it is precisely the Soviet Union that has submitted 

a draft treaty on the item before us is to us an indication that that nuclear-

weapon State shares the aforementioned conviction of the General Assembly and 

that it will soon become a party to the additional Protocol II to the 

Tlatelolco Treaty. 
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Mr. BALETA (Albania) (interpretation from French): The delegation 

of the People's Republic of Albania wishes to express its views on some aspects 

of the matter at present before the Committee. For very well known reasons, 

this problem cannot have the same meaning for all States and cannot unite all 

countries in the same preoccupations. In our view it is inconceivable to 

place all States on the same level when we are considering a problem such as 

that of the non-use of force in international relations for purposes of 

aggression. It is inconceivable that countries which practise a policy of 

aggression and use force can contribute to the solution of the problem. 

The imperialist Powers, and first and foremost the two super-Powers, 

can by their very nature in no way be interested in a just and equitable 

treatment of the problem. In view of the fact that our Committee bas already 

embarked on a discussion of this question, we cannot allow the imperialist 

Powers to lead our discussions in the direction they desire, so as to benefit 

them and undermine the interests of peace-loving peoples. 

We should therefore like to stress that it is important to draw a 

clear-cut distinction between the problem of the non-use of force for the 

purposes of aggression in international relations and the proposal to include 

this question on the agenda of this session of the General Assembly of the 

United Nations. We think we should deal with the substance of the matter and 

not abstract formulations and see to it that our conclusions are based on real 

facts and not on misleading phraseology. 

If the problem of the non-use of force in international relations is to 

be raised, if efforts are to be made to seek ways and means of effectively 

opposing this detestable procedure, which all aggressors throughout the 

course of time have resorted to, it is only the sovereign countries which 

love liberty -- democratic, progressive countries -- that are able to do this 

and that must do this without reposing the least hope in the goodwill of the 

imperialist Powers and reactionary forces, whose theories and dangerous 

practices they must firmly oppose. 
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In the li~ht of reality" it is not even conceivable that an iTT'perialist 

super -Povrer ~ as is the Soviet Union at present, could truly be concerned with 

the consequences of the use of force in international relations. Quite the 

contrary, if the ~oviet social-imperialists '·rho, alono: vrith the _flmerican 

imperialists. are knovm as the worst enemies of the peoples of the world, are 

seekino; to make themselves the standard -bearers of the principle of the non-use 

of force, many neu danr>-:.rs threaten freedom---lovinr: Deoples and sovereir:n 

countries. 

As is very iTell knovm, in recent years the Soviet social--imperialists have 

stepped up their manoeuvres in order to use sessions of the United Nations 

General Assembly as a theatre for propa,q:anda and Cle· 1 a.~o··y, thus seeking to 

conceal the glaring truth that they exe profoundly a~~ressive by their very 

nature and that they are aiming at vorld domination and he~emony by engaging 

in rivalry andmakin~ pacts with the -~erican imperialists. 

The representatives of the Soviet Union have a habit of submittin~ a 

nei·T agenda item at each session" in that way strivinC" to involve 

j.Ter-1ber States in futile discussions, to spread all kinds of illusions, to 

smv discord and to divert attention from the principal problems of our time. 

By this means they aim at findin~ material for their enormous propaganda 

machines and at veiling their efforts to succeed in their aGeressive plans in 

various parts of the world. In such circumstances, the question arises: ~fuat 

stand should one take a~ainst these manoeuvres on the part of the Soviet social

imperialists, and how should we vielr their cunning proposals'? 

l-Je believe that, far from permitting the Soviet social--imperialists to 

derive advantage from the work of General ll.ssembly sessions for the benefit of 

their demago~y~ and indeed in favour of their aggressive and hegemonistic policy, 

we must energetically <1enounce their aggressive actions and the falsehood of 

the slogans -vrhich they trumpet. 
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The combination of the methods of violence and aggression with those of 

demagogy is one of the favourite tactics of the hro imperialist super--Powers. 

They have made violence and ag~ression and the threat and use of force the 

very basis of their policies. They use demagogy when they find themselves 

in difficulties, or \·Then they have a need to disq;uise their 1•rar preparations and 

a~gressive designs in order to lull the vigilance and weaken the opposition 

of the peoples of the world and then deal them a sudden surprise blm-r. The 

111any events that have occurred in the past, as 1-rell as recent events, testify 

most clearly to the danger threateninG sovereign peoples and countries if they 

slacken their vigilance ever so little with regard to the ag~ressive policies 

of the t1ro super·-Powers. The course of events in the w·orld has always 

proved how dangerous are the consequence~ of the illusions which 

the tvro super·~Pm-rers are striving to create with regard to their so--called good 

intentions and their ;;efforts·; to contribute to a settlement of world problems. 

Threats of force and recourse to force for the purposes of abgression are 

by no means accidental phenomena. It is not at all the recourse to force for 

purposes of aggression which cn~enders a~~ressive designs and uolicies. 

It is precisely these policies and desicns which lead to the use of force as a 

means of achieving their goals. 

In our view·, \·Then we come to discuss the non--use of force for purposes of 

aggression 7 it is fundamental to make absolutely clear •·rho is usinr; force 

for those purposes. Suffice it to refer to past and present events to reveal 

the undeniable truth that the first to use force as a means of aggression 

are the t1-ro imperialist super-Po1-rers 7 the UnitecJ. States and the Soviet Union. 

The agcressive and hec;emonistic policies pursued by those two super·-Pm-rers is 

the principal cause of all the dangers threatening the freedom and independence 

of peoples, and the source of wars of ag~ression, and of threats to and 

violations of the sovereign rights of States. 
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Are we to believe that the conclusion of a world treaty would mark the 

end of the use of force for aggressive purposes, or indeed that it would even 

help to lay the groundwork for attaining that objective? In our view, to 

believe in this possibility is to be deluded, and any illusion about the 

subject can cause a great deal of trouble to freedom-loving sovereign peoples 

and countries. Norms, principles and clauses, treaties and other documents 

condemning the use or threat of force for purposes of aggression abound, 

but have they been useful in halting or impeding the use or threat of force? 

Not at all. 

Are we then to hope that, if we add yet one more document to the vast 

number of those already existing, we shall have taken a step forward? 

Frankly, it seems to us that such a hope would transcend the very bounds 

of illusion, because we are sure that the two super-Powers, which have an 

interest in spreading this kind of illusion, would not be slow to step up 

their threats and use of force in order to achieve their hegemonistic aims. 

It would be superfluous to mention the numerous examples which exist 

to show that the two imperialist super-Powers have defied all the principles 

and provisions of the United Nations Charter, the most elementary rules of 

international law, and even documents that they themselves have signed or 

proposed, when it is in their interest to resort to force to achieve their 

goals. Do we need any better evidence than the barbarous aggression of the 

American imperialists against the Indo-Chinese people, the occupation of 

Czechoslovakia by the Soviet social-imperialists, their domination of certain 

countries which they describe as allies and the doctrine of limited sovereignty 

which they have imposed on them, the Zionist imperialist aggression against 

the Arab peoples, and the rivalry and bargaining that goes on between the 

two super-Powers to the detriment of the interests and rights of these 

peoples? Surely the course of events reveals that the promises of the two 

super-Powers to respect existing principles and international documents 

are nothing but a smoke-screen to conceal their aggressive designs and 

activities. It is always facts which give us the best answer. 
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The ti-ro super·-Powers , while making a great deal of fuss about detente, are 

ceaselessly creating new hot· ·beds of tension and conflict, whipping up quarrels 

and sowinc; discord between other countries, and sustaining, encouraging and 

supporting reactionary regimes, notably those of the Israeli Zionists and the 

racists of southern Africa. 

At a time i·rhen the Soviet social·~imperialists are sedulously tryinp; 

to mal~:e us believe that the ti"'le has come and that all conditions nm.r 

exist for putting an end to recourse to force for purposes of aggression through 

the conclusion of a world treaty, the United States and the Soviet Union are 

feverishly continuing their arms race, manufacturing and perfectinG weapons of 

mass destruction, increasing their military budgets, and acceleratinf, their 

war preparations. It is clear th~t they are maintaininp; nnd increasinp; 

their enorr"ous arsenals .not only vrith a view to a probable confrontation between the 

two of them but also in·order to intimidate peoples and brin~ them to their knees, 

as well as for the purposes of aggression and local 1vars, ivhich they can then 

transform into a 1-rorld conflagration. It is not difficult to see and understand 

that the two imperialist super··Pmfers talk of peace but are preparing for war: 

they speak of disarmament, but are engaging in an arms race. They claim to be the 

champions of principles, while at the same time they are preparing traps and 

hat.chinz plots against sovereign States. They make a great deal of publicity 

about their desire to settle the urgent problems of today, and yet they are 

intensifying their efforts to dominate the iforld. 

He can also find fine phrases concerning the principle of the non-use of 

force for purposes of aggression in the documents adopted by the Helsinki Conference 

on so··called European security. But, in actual fact, the European peoples 

and many countries of that continent are subject to an ever [!reater threat. The two 

suner Pouers are sparinr, no efforts to strenr:then the a~gressive blocs of i\lATO and 

the Warsaw Pact. They are organizing within the fram~work of those blocs and 

outside a vast series of military manoeuvres of an offensive nature, and 

there are =uropean countries which are practically under forei3n military 

occupation. 
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The aggressive fleets of the United States and the Soviet Union in the 

I1editerranean continue to threaten the ~ountries of that region and are constantly 

being reinforced "~;vith ne1-r uarships . In other parts of the world as well, 

ri vaJ.ry bet~reen the two super-Powers is assuminG considerable dimensions as 

each strives to gain '11ilitary bases and to force other !Xtcountries, b~r 

treaties and alliances, to accept their tutelaee. 

Freedom·loving peoples and countries are very concerned to prevent 

the imperialist Powers from capitalizing on their aspirations and concerns and 

from playing with principles. In order to serve the cause of peoples, we must 

denounce the manoeuvres of the imperialists and social-imperialists in their 

attempts to conceal their designs and their aggressive acts behind demagogic 

slogans. The imperialist Povrers and reactionary forces have not s-pontaneously 

renounced the use of force· they are not at all concerned about principles 

and treaties. ~he peoples of the world can defend their rights and meet the threat 

and use of force by imperialist Powers by relyin~ on their own strength and 

vigilance and by striving energetically to consolidate their independence and 

national sovereicnty. 
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The CHAIRMAN: I should like to inform the Committee that Guinea-Bissau 

has requested that it be added to the list of sponsors of the draft resolution 

in document A/C.l/31/1.3. 

Mr. ABDEL MEGUID {Egypt) (interpretation from Arabic): Mr. Chairman, 

I should like to begin my statement by extending to you a ~reeting and my 

congratulations on your election as Chairman of the First Committee. Undoubtedly 

your qualities s your experience and your "t-risdom guarantee the success of the \-TOrk 

of our Committee. May I also congratulate the other officers of the Committee. 

The item under discussion is the result of an initiative taken by the 

Soviet Union and relates to an important question that comes within the coT'lpetence 

of our Committee and is linked to world peace and security, for the ureservation 

of w·hich the United Nations was established. It therefore merits our careful 

consideration and deserves to be examined and follo""red up appropriately after our 

discussion. 

The efforts made by mankind to prohibit war and establish an international 

order based on law and justice are the clearest proof that man is seeking a better 

life, rejecting the use of force as a means of action in the international arena. 

Following a terrible war which caused great loss of life and the destruction 

of vast regions of the world, it was only natural to seek the causes in order to 

avoid such situations in the future. 

~·,fhile the League of Nations did not succeed in restoring world peace, it none 

the less made clear the need to create an international organization, the United 

Nations, based on a cardinal principle of the Charter: that all States sh~~l 

refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of force against 

the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, or in any other 

manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. 

Despite this principle, vrhich is embodied in Article 2 (4) of the Charter, 

the conduct of States has been governed by the desire for hegemony, 

as shown by events in the vrorld followine; the establislment of the 

United Nations. In the last three decades international security has been 

threatened by the use of force, which in many cases has taken the form of 
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acts of aggression i:G order to conquer territories and strengthen the occupation 

of those territories, and to oppress a people and prevent it from exercising its 

right to freedor11 and independence. All this led to a crisis of confidence with 

regard to the Charter and our international Organization. 

Questions arose as to the natural right of a country under Article 51 of the 

Charter, to defend itself in the event of an armed attack on a Member State and 

this in a -vwrld in which the arms race was at its height and the natural rights 

of States had been denied by the forces of aggression. The Charter, like any other 

international instrument, does not cover in great detail all the standards of 

conduct of States. As with any other international instrument or act, the 

principles would be made more precise by practice. If, despite the Charter, 

there is still recourse to force in international relations, the international 

community, represented by our Organization, must stress the need to refrain from 

the use of force. 

This means that, 1n the present international situation, it is necessary for 

all the countries of the world to reassert daily the principle of the non~use of 

force or the threat of force in international relations. 

Unfortunately, in our world of today force is still used, in spite of the 

many political and humanitarian conventions that have been concluded, and some 

countries are concerned only to protect their narrow parochial national interests. 

One of the most positive aspects of the proposal before the Committee is that 

it enables us to identify the n:eans of preventing the use of force. One of these 

means, in our view, consists first in increasing the effectiveness of alternatives 

to the use of force. After that we must eliminate the objective causes of the use 

of force, following which -vre must ensure, by the application of the system of 

collective security laid down in the United Nations Charter, that the decision to 

resort to force will be much costlier than recourse to other means. Then would 

come the constraints and conditions concerning the use of force only as a last resort 

and in legitimate circumstances. 

The conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations cannot be achieved unless there is son:e system that is equally binding for 

all and guarantees the settlement of international disputes without 

recourse to force. This legal framework would take into account 

the actual circumstances of the conflict and freedom of choice. 
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I rould add that the elimination of the objective causes of the use of 

force is necessary if we are to guarantee the effectiveness of and respect 

for the principle of the non-use of force. It is useless simply to reaffirm 

the principle of the non--use of force, when we still see the effects of the 

use of force, when this nightmare manifests itself in racial discrimination, 

exploitation, continued ageression and continued occupation of the territory 

of other States. 

In addition, the increased production of the means necessary for the use 

of force, and the horrifying dimensions of that production, the creation of 

weapons systems, the traffic in arms -·- in short, the level at which the 

question of war or peace is decided -- are problems to which we must give 

careful consideration. 
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The aJ.l too meagre r~sults achieved in the co--ordination of international 

economic policies and the lack of a strategy of economic and demographic 

development and the perpetuation of the injustices to which two thirds of the 

world are subjected could well expose the world to crises of greater and greater 

acuity that could lead to the use of force. Those who strive to find means of 

prohibiting the use of force through legal regulations should begin by studying the 

causes that have led to the use of force. Any reluctance to implement the 

collective coercive measures provided for in the Charter for putting an end to acts 

of aggression would encourage the aggressor to pursue the aggression and to repeat 

it in other regions and at other times. The international community at this stage 

must endeavour to render the decision to unleash a war of aggression much more 

costly than the search for other solutions, whenever the maintenance of peace 

proves to be difficult for one reason or another. 

The international community has become aware of the need to elaborate a 

comprehensive concept of the principle of the non--use of force in international 

relations. It is for this reason that the General Assembly on repeated 

occasions has endeavoured to elucidate that aspect and define all its det3ils. 

This effort led to the Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning 

Friendly Relations and Co· -operation among States , a declaration that was the 

result of intensive efforts in the course of nine years, efforts in which Egypt 

constructively participated, convinced as it is of the need to apply the 

principle of the non-use of force in international relations. That Declaration 

provides that a war of aggression is a crime against peace and involves 

responsibility under international law. The occupation of territories by the use 

of force is contrary to the spirit of the Charter, and the acquisition of 

territory through the threat or use of force cannot be recognized as legitimate. 

In the Declaration on the Strengthening of International Security stress 

is laid on the obligation of States to refrain from the use of force against 

the territorial integrity or political independence of other States. This applies 

also to military occupation and the inadmissibility of the acquisition of 

territory by force. All States have been requested to refrain from undertaking 
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any action to prevent peoples under foreign domination from exercising 

their inalienable right to self-determination, independence and freedom. 

States must also refrain from applying any measure which prevents such 

countries from achieving independence. 

That Declaration recalls the substance of resolution 1514 (XV) of the 

General Assembly which emphasizes the legitimate character of any struggle 

against alien dor.1ination and for the immediate liquidation of colonialism. 

That has been complemented and reaffirmed by the General Assembly's 

resolution on the definition of aggression. Once again, the resolution 

calls on States to refrain from resorting to force to prevent peoples 

froa exercis i1v::; their rin;11t to self-deteruination, to freedom and. to 

independence, or from taking measures that threaten the territorial 

integrity of other States either through the temporary military 

occupation of their territories or by any other means contrary to the 

spirit of the Charter. The resolution defines aggression as the use 

of military force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or 

political independence of a State and recognizes the illegitimacy of 

the invasion, occupation or acquisition of territory by force. The 

principle of non-use of force is one of the fundamental principles of 

our Charter. It must be understood in the context of other principles 

of the Charter. It is for that reason that we welcome the statement 

Mr. Kuznetsov, the representative of the Soviet Union, made on 25 October, 

in which he spoke of the initiative taken by the Soviet Union for the 

conclusion of a world treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations. Allow me to quote from his statement: 

(continued in English) 
11there can be no justifi:;ation or excuse for the committing of 

aggression, or for the continuing of ag:::;ressi\·e aci·ion, or for the 

forcible retention of territories occupied as a result of aggression, 

or for the punmi t by an aggressor of a polity of suppressing the 

indigenous population;'. (A/C.l/31/PV.ll, p.l6) 
11The conclusion of a world treaty in no way affects the right of States 

to individual or collective self-defence, as provided for in J\rticle 51 of 

the United ~Tat ions Charter. ~Tor must it, of course, affect the rip.;ht of 

peoples and States to fir>"ht for the elirnination of the ccnsequences of 
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ap;gression and for the recovery of their lands occupied by an an;P:ressor, 

if the ap;p;ressor is opposed to a just political settlement of a problem or 

seeks to exploit the advantages of his aggression. He cannot fail to see a 

difference of principle between the launching of hostilities for the purposes 

of aggression and the exercise of the legitimate right to repel aggression 

or eliminate its consequences.;; ( Ibid .. -2-~ 21) 

(££_~tinued in Arabic) 

These quotations only confirm what the Charter and a number of international 

declarations say, while pointing out the aims of the aggressors. I have attempted 

to make clear to this Committee an immutable fact: that the Charter and the many 

declarations have clearly shmm that the use of force is unlawful as is the result 

of the use of force namely the acquisition of territory by force. The 

international community has recognized the legitimate character of the struggles 

of peoples for self-determination, freedom and independence. However, a question 

arises. Does what is happening at present in the north--east and in the south of 

Africa in fact represent respect for the commitments assumed by States? Does not 

what is happening on the African continent call for more intensive action by the 

international community? v·lhat is happening in the north-east and in the south of 

Africa is no more than a manifestation of the use of nal:ecl no-;1er, if Fe uay borrou ----an expression fro;,_ Bc~rtrnncl Russell. The ri;;ht of one neonle to surviv;--ol docs not 

mean the liquidation of another people. Domination by a racist minority can in 

no way mean the denial of the legitimate right of a people to self-determination, 

freedom and independence. 

I hope that I have made it clear that my delegation favours the discussion of 

the question of the non-use of force and the need for the international community 

to take more intensive action on this question. 

The CHAIRMAJ)T: I thank the representative of Egypt for the very kind 

words he addressed to me personally and to other officers of the Committee. 
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Mr. KARHILO (Finland): The item before the First Committee is 

important; it deserves our full consideration. 

The Finnish Government has examined the proposal submitted to the 

General Assembly by the Government of the Soviet Union and wishes to make 

a few comments of a general nature. vle note from the draft resolution submitted 

by the delegation of the Soviet Union that Governments will have an opportunity 

to offer their views and suggestions on the subject at a later stage, and the 

Finnish Government will do so in due course. 

Finland's foreign relations are based on a policy of neutrality and 

a sincere desire to maintain friendly relations with all other nations. The 

security of our people does not depend on the membership of military 

alliances but is secured by our membership in the United Nations, by our 

international treaties and by an active pursuit of peaceful solutions 

to international disputes. Finland therefore has a vested interest in 

the establishment of a more rational and peaceful world order which 

naturally excludes the use of force as an elerrent of the national policy of 

any country. As a consequence of this we welcome all realistic ideas for 

givin,q; effect to the principle of refraining from the threat or use of force 

as it has been defined in two documents: the Charter of the United Nations 

and the Final Act of the Conference on Security and Co-operation in 

Europe ( CS CE) . 

For the purposes of this debate it is relevant to recall that the 

principle of the non-use of force is already embodied in a number of basic 

documents approved by the international community within the framework of 

the United Nations as well as in other contexts. The Declaration of 

Principles of International Law Concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation 

Among States prohibits, as its first principle, the threat or use of force. 

In 1972 the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted a solemn 

Declaration on the Non-use of Force in International Relations and 

Permanent Prohibition of the Use of ~Juclear Heapons. My Government has 

given its support to both those declarations. 
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Though on a di~~erent level, the Agreement between the United States and 

the Soviet Union on the prevention o~ nuclear war can be seen as another 

contribution towards the same end. In the view o~ the Finnish Government 

that agreement is a clear expression o~ the awareness that nuclear weapons have 

trans~ormed the very nature o~ security, both political and military, in such 

a way that war and the threat o~ war are no longer available as rational elements 

o~ the: policy o~ nations, however powerful they may be. Thus, the agreement is 

an e~~ective contribution to international e~~orts to implement the 

principle o~ non-use of force. 

The de~inition of aggression is another recent contribution to the 

same end. Finland has supported efforts leading to the formulation of the 

definition and participated actively in the negotiations leading to the 

final adoption of the definition of aggression by the General Assembly 

in 1974. 
International relations in today's world are shaped to an increasing 

extent by the development o~ detente, which is an essential factor in our 

common efforts to maintain and strengthen peace and security. But detente 

is not an isolated phenomenon. The ~ostering of detente depends on concrete 

achievements, such as the progress which Europe has been able to witness as a 

result o~ the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe 

concluded last year in Helsinki. The CSCE will, we believe, remain an 

historical landmark in the process of detente. But political detente, 

however important in itsel~, is not enough. For a secure world --in Europe, 

as well as elsewhere -- arms control and disarmament are imperative 

necessities, for genuine progress in disarmament is an integral part of 

detente. Equally, detente should not be the privilege o~ a ~ew; it belongs 

to all, because its ultimate aim is peace and security with economic and 

social justice everywhere and ~or all. 

Norms and principles guiding relations between States have lasting 

value only i~ they are respected and put into practice by all States. 

Similarly, any pledge not to use force, however solemn, will have limited 

effect unless at the same time we ren:ember our common commitment 

to settle our disputes by peaceful rr.eans alone. Therefore we should 
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spare no effort in order to exclude the use of force and any form of aggression 

from international relations and replace them by the peaceful settlement of 

disputes and co-operation. 

Finland has consistently supported all international efforts to prohibit 

and prevent the use or threat of the use of force in relations between States. 

Consequently, my Government has taken the view that it is of importance 

to explore all possibilities to achieve this aim, particularly with a view to 

reinforcing the development of detente and co-operation among all nations. 

It is in that spirit that my Government welcomes the initiative by the 

Government of the Soviet Union. In our view, the idea proposed merits the 

serious attention of all Member States. 

Mr. AR}lliLLO (Chile) (interpretation from Spanish): Chile considers 

that the defence of peace throughout the world is a moral and juridical 

obligation of all nations. Consequently, nothing could be of 

greater interest to us than anything connected with a genuine search for 

means of contributing to peace and the establishment of peace on 

juridical, universal bases. Peace can be based only on law, humanitarian 

values and the recognition by all States of the rights of other nations 

and the human person. For that reason the fundamental principles that have 

made it possible to develop an international juridical order represent a 

set of values, juridical norms and conduct the primary objective of which is to 

ensure peace throughout the world, promote concord, justice and international 

co-operation, and further the development and well-being of mankind. 

Among those fundamental principles the most i~ortant are 

respect for the right of nations to sovereignty and territorial 

integrity, non-interference in the internal or external affairs of other 

S_tat.es, peaceful settlement of disputes, non-use· of force against other 

States and observance of all treaties. Those are the basic fundamental 

norms of the world order and the best means of ensuring peace and law 

throughout the world. 
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Chile maintains that it is international law based on these principles 

that should govern internatiunal relations and inspire the international 

policy of all Powers. The broad humanitarian spirit of solidarity and 

international co-operation of my country and its great tradition of peace and 

law, substantiate these assertions that we are making on behalf of Chile. 

In our international position there is to be found no antecedent which runs 

counter to these views. 

Countries like Chile and the other sister Latin American Republics 

can in no way constitute a threat to peace. It is not those nations that 

are involved in an unbridled arms race, nor are they accumulating devastating 

weapons, still less nuclear weapons, which we have expressly renounced. We 

have renounced the use of those weapons although there are nuclear super

Powers which have refused to accede to the Treaty on the denuclearization 

of our continent. We are fervent champions of peace and of a just 

international order governed by law and, in particular, by the most absolute 

good faith in ccrrplying with the obligations established by that juridical 

order. This, moreover, is fully confirmed by our action in this 

Organization and is reaffirmed without a shadow of a doubt by the structures 

with which we have endowed ourselves and which are characteristic of the 

Latin American system. 

We believe that it is in sincere adherence to the principles and purposes 

of the United Nations Charter and good faith in the fulfilment of the 

obligations deriving therefrom, and in respect for the rights of others and 

for our own rights, that we shall find the true road to peace. 

The item before us, which has given rise to the foregoing considerations, 

seeks to focus on a world treaty on the non-use of force in international 

relations all efforts aimed at ensuring peace. We consider that the proposal 

has such juridical implications that we cannot avoid considering it in depth, 

nor can it be postponed for reasons of any other kind. We must establish 

whether or not from the juridical point of view a treaty of thj.s kind 

strengthens the international juridical order and whether it is fully effective 

for the purposes of the United Nations. Similarly, its political connotations 
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are relevant and also deserve further study. We must clarify its true scope 

and full meaning as regards the establishment of important rules of 

international conduct. We believe that these considerations added to a true 

appreciation of international reality should enable us to clarify the nature 

of the proposal as well as the desirability or otherwise of the course 

proposed in that draft. 

We have on the one hand an international order based on law which 

postulates theoretical norms to govern international relations, and on the 

other hand we cannot disregard what is shown to us by the situation of the 

world today. There are international policies to which force is not alien. 

On the contrary, force is very much present in those policies, which are in 

fact based on force and which use force in its various manifestations in 

order to influence decisively international relations. The predominance of 

force in the international policy of our time is undeniable not only because 

of the significance of the devastating stockpiles of weapons that are capable 

of destroying whole nations and the whole of mankind as well, but also because 

of a kind of deadly balance in terms of their power to kill. 

Whether we like it or not, we have this as a set of values by which to 

discriminate between the powerful and the small nations, between those to which 

pressure can be applied and those which no one dares touch or investigate, 

whatever reasons there may be to do so. In other words, we cannot deny that 

this assessment of force or power has made almost negligible the basic principle 

of this Organization which establishes the sovereign equality of States. 

Nevertheless, we maintain that in the principles and purposes laid down in the 

United Nations Charter, despite the lack of compliance with those principles, 

we have a definition of international law so precise that it should in itself be 

sufficient to ensure peace. 

If this has not been the result, it is not because there are doubts or 

gaps, confusion or contradiction, as regards those principles; we know that 

it is because other considerations prevail in international policies. On the 

one hand we do not always find good faith in complying with the 

obligations that derive from the international juridical order and the 

United Nations Charter; on the other hand lack of compliance by some leads 
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to the reluctance of others to renounce their immediate interests or their own 

policies. And perhaps, as more than one renresentative has stated here, it is also 

because the resolutions of the Organization are not duly implemented or the 

Security Council cannot alwats enforce them. 

In our view, we must carry out a legal study of the proposed treaty in the 

light of existing international law. The purpose of that analysis must be to 

define concisely the scope and meaning of such a treaty and the extent to which it 

might represent a positive contribution to th~ aim of ensuring peace. In other 

words, we must establish whether the conclusion of a treaty such as the one 

proposed is or is not desirable, whether it would truly promote the progressive 

development of international law or whether, on the contrary, it could weaken or 

confuse ''hat we have today. 'vle must ask ourselves in beginning this analysis 

'vhat political aim we are trying to achieve. The obvious reply should be peace, 

but I would assert that we must not only defend peace but also freedom and law, 

in other words, the whole body of rights of all nations, large or small, developing 

or developed: their right to respect for their peace, freedom, sovereignty, 

territorial integrity, culture and religious beliefs. Peace is an invaluable asset 

of mankind, but is much more complex than the mere non-use of force. Peace, to 

be of positive value, requires the existence of a set of juridical and moral 

values, including first, freedom and law, without which peace is only a silence, 

which is contrary to the very purposes of the United Nations. 

It is for this reason that we vrish to clarify the fact that the juridical 

order created by international law protects and defends not only peace --- and by 

that we mean not only the non-use of force -- but also a whole set of positive 

values and assets that are.fundamental to the freedom of men and nations. We 

must also make it clear that those juridical values must be preserved in the 

international relations of all Powers. Only thus shall we be truly ensuring peace 

and fulfilling the purposes of the United Nations. 
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The aim of ensuring peace is fundamental to the United Nations, and with 

that lofty aim are other positive and immutable objectives of equal moral and 

juridical value: respect for the principle of equality of rights of men and 

women and of nations large and small, respect for the self-determination of 

peoples; respect for the sovereignty and territorial integrity of States~ 

respect for the sovereign equality of States; respect for and observance of 

treaties and the principle of the peaceful settlement of disputes. 
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Two other ideas result from the principles already mentioned which, because 

of their importance, have also become principles per se, namely, the non-use of 

force or of the threat of force against another State and non-interference in the 

internal or external affairs of other States. 

The foregoing must be supplemented by an obligation of general application 

laid down in the Charter to which we have already referred, namely the duty of 

complying in good faith with the obligations undertaken under the Charter. If 

good faith prevailed in the international policy of the great Powers, existing 

international law would suffice truly to govern international relations. The 

United Nations Charter clearly establishes the guiding principles of existing 

international law. The aims set forth in its preamble and the principles and 

purposes in Articles l and 2, in addition to the rules laid down in Chapters VI 

and VII, have shaped the fundamental structure embodying the aforementioned 

rights. It is hardly necessary to quote these provisions, which are more than well 

known to representatives here. 

At the regional or at the universal level we have, in addition, a number of 

legal instruments that accord with these principles and that include specific 

rules and regulations on the non-use of force or aggression within a set of 

provisions that are in keeping with the legal principles of the Charter. Thus, 

for instance, the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, concluded in 

Rio de Janeiro 1n 1947, in article I lays down the following: 

"The High Contracting Parties formally condemn war and undertake in 

their international relations not to resort to the threat or use of force 

in any manner inconsistent with the provisions of the Charter of the 

United Nations or of this Treaty. 11 

We should point out that that Treaty not only spells out what constitutes 

aggression against a State but also extends its effect to acts which, while not 

being armed attacks, none the less constitute aggression. For its part, the 

Charter of the Organization of American States, concluded in Bogota in 1948, 

in article 18 lays down the following: 
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"The American States bind themselves in their international relations 

not to have recourse to the use of force, except in the case of self-defence 

in accordance with existing treaties or in fulfilment thereof." 

Similarly, the Latin American Treaty on Peaceful Settlement, concluded 

in Bogota in 1948, in article l states: 

"The High Contracting Parties, solemnly reaffirming the commitments 

undertaken under previous international conventions and declarations, as 

well as the Charter of the United Nations, agree to refrain from the threat 

or use of force or any other means of coercion for the settlement of their 

disputes and at all times to resort to pacific procedures." 

For its part, the United Nations through a number of instruments has also 

strengthened and defined the fundamental principles of the international legal 

order. The Definition of Aggression, which was worked out by a special committee 

and adopted by this Organization, has given greater precision to the prohibition 

of the use of force against another State, as laid down in Article 2 (4) of the 

Charter. That Definition includes legal norms from which none may arbitrarily 

depart and which must guide the Security Council in its implementation of 

Article 39 of the Charter. 

Moreover, that definition includes a reference to indirect means of 

aggression which is highly beneficial to the smaller nations. Although it was 

not possible to define the types of aggression that do not constitute armed 

attack, as was done in the Inter-American Treaty of Reciprocal Assistance, a 

provision was included enabling the Security Council to determine which other 

acts constitute aggression. 

Successive resolutions of the General Assembly have shown the validity 

of the legal order established by the Charter and other existing rules and 

instruments. Resolution 2131 (XX), which established the inadmissibility of 

intervention in the internal or external affairs of a State, represents an 

important step forward, since it equates armed intervention with an act of 

aggression, even when it differs from the legal definition of an armed attack. 

Resolution 2625 (XV) refers extensively to the principle according to which 

States shall refrain in their international relations from the threat or use of 

force against the territorial integrity or political independence of any State, 

or in any other manner inconsistent with the purposes of the United Nations. 
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In addition, it refers extensively to the characteristics of aggression and to 

the manifestations of various forms of aggression in violation of the principles 

of the Charter. The connexion between the aforementioned principle and the 

peaceful settlement of disputes, non-interference in the domestic affairs of 

States, international co-operation, equality of rights and self-determination of 

peoples, the sovereign equality of States and the principle of compliance in 

good faith with the obligations laid down in the Charter is clearly set forth 

in this resolution. 

Again, the General Assembly of the United Nations, in its Declaration on the 

Strengthening of International Security -- resolution 2734 (XXV) -- not only 

reiterates and solemnly reaffirms the full validity of the principles and purposes 

laid down in the Charter but also points to their unconditional universal 

validity for all States, regardless of their circumstances. And here again it 

is the total sum of the oft-repeated principles that is reaffirmed therein. 

All of this makes it possible for us to say that a general aspect of the 

question before us is respect for all the principles that have been mentioned, 

a respect conducive to peace, international concord and the achievement of the goals 

of the Charter. It is respect for all those principles that truly makes it 

possible for international law to guide and govern international relations. 

The use of force is one of the unlawful means, though certainly one of the 

most serious, that may be used by a State to attack another, but it is not the 

only one. The legal order and even international concord and world peace can be 

profoundly affected as a result of the adoption of measures that do not directly 

involve the use of force within the meaning of the proposed treaty. 
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For that reason "tve state once again that it is the full validity of 

the set of principles and rights constituting the international legal 

order and the force with which it channels and governs international relations 

that l-rill ensure the peace and rights of all nations. 

In respect of a more specific aspect the non-use of force -- that 

could be said to be the result of respect for and compliance in good faith 

with the principles of international la,.r laid down in the Charter. The 

logical consequence of respect for all rights is the non-use of force in 

international relations. If all the rights of all the nations are 

respected~ force will not, and cannot be used. Force is used.when there 

ha~ been a violation of one of the positive rights laid down in the Charter 

or of the sovereignty or integrity of a nation, or of any of a nation's 

basic rights. Thus, if force is used by one State against another, the 

international legal order laid down in the Charter and other instruments 

of international la11 is undoubtedly disregarded. 

The true security of nations and peace are to be found in respect in 

good faith for all of the existing principles and rights. If those 

principles and rights wer.e respec:tedlin good faith, as re_quired by the 

Charter~ there v~uld be no need for the special treaty which has been 

proposed and which this Committee is now examining. If the existinG 

principles and rights are not respected, then the treaty serves no purpose, 

since it too would not be respected. 

Moreover, as has been pointed out by other representatives here, a 

treaty that has been signed and ratified by States is positive law for 

those States. But -- and this should not be forgotten a treaty is law 

only for those States that sign and ratify it~ it is not law for those 

States that fail to do so. On the other hand, the international law 

emanating from the Charter is law for all States. Any State that violates 

the Charter breaches the rules of a universal international order. 

It has also been pointed out that the draft treaty before us repeats 

and reaffirms, and even codifies, a basic international principle. Here a 
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doubt arises in our mind --- that is, whether that will not lead, ~· contrario sensu, 

to a relative weakening of the other principles of existing international 

lau. The question becomes even more complicated if vre proceed to a political 

analysis. The present proposal has an implicit political content. The 

Soviet Union obviously believes that, because it proposed that the item 

be dealt witl1 in the First Committee before it -yras referred to the Sixth 

Conrruittee. In our view, this political analysis should relate not only 

to the consideration of the undeniable consequences of the arms race --

as uas stated by the representative of the delegation that proposed the 

consideration of this new i tern, in his introduction of that i tern -- but also to 

other political implications an6. consequences. The arms race is a real 

problem, but of most concern is the arms race a.mong the great Pow·ers, 

and, among those great Powers, the State that has proposed the 

consideration of the present item. 

Everyone is aware of the consequences of the arms race for the economies 

of all States. Hence, it is hardly necessary to dwell on the subject. 

Nevertheless, we should like to mention three ideas in this respect. 

First, it is necessary to make progress in advance on the subjects 

relatine; to effective disarmament. Secondly, the gro-yring gap between the 

nuclear and other r,lilitary might of the super-Powers and the strength of 

other nations of the -yrorld is of serious concern •rith regard to the principles 

of international law, and in particular, the independence and sovereignty of 

nations. Thirdly, there exist policies under "Yrhich the sale of I.Jeapons to 

Member States is used as a means of political pressure vhile on the other 

hand, considerable amounts of -.;rea pons are supplied in a concealed way to 

subversive groups or factions in particular States. Everyone here is 

a1rare of many examples of what I have just said, of this method of using 

pressure against nations that are not aggressors. 

There is another political aspect that calls for some comment. If it 

is clairr.ed that the non-use of force is a means of ensuring peace, and if it 

is singled out as the sole aim, it would appear that this "Yrould "Yreaken basic 

principles which are antecedents of peace among nations. For these are 

the principles which underlie the existence of independent and soverir,n nations 
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w·ith inalienable rip)1ts, nations that are equal before the law and ¥Those 

rights must be respected and not violated by other States through any 

means, including the use of force. 

That is irhat we have attempted to show. It is not enough for a 

nation not to be attacked or not to have force used against it in the 

form of an armed invasion. All its sovereign rights must be fully 

respected. Ouly in that 1-ray shall we ensure that neither peace nor 

international law is violated. 

I should like to give some examples. The interference by a super-Power 

in the internal affairs of a nation can well have disastrous consequences, 

particularly when it is designed to disrupt that nation's internal peace 

and national unity, to subvert order or to start a civil ¥Tar. In such 

a case it is obvious that the armed force of the super-Power has not been 

mobilized, but the international legal order has nevertheless been violated, 

and the independence, sovereignty and rights of the other State have not 

been respected. For instance, there can be intervention in the internal 

affairs of a State by means of the provision of tens of thousands of 

ireapons, explosives ,and ammunition. In that 1ray the internal peace of a 

nation has been destroyed, or at least that has contributed to the destruction 

of the internal peace. People are given the neans to kill each other on their 

mm land. 

He have seen examples of that in various places in the world. He have 

seen an increase in covert intervention, leading to counter-intervention, 

for the purpose, perhaps, of defending positions, principles or 

convictions. It is not the description of the: motives for such intervention 

that is of interest in this case; we are merely pointing to this problem. 

It has not been necessary to have actual 1var for these painful warlike 

situations to be created in various parts of the world, for various reasons and 

with various purposes in mind. 
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Undoubtedly all those who were fighting were fighting for their own ideals, 

but there was war. It may be argued that such acts are in no way connected with 

international relations but rather with the domestic policies of States. That is 

untrue. Interference by one Power in the internal affairs of another State is a 

violation of the international order, and when it takes the form of sending 

weapons, instructors and agitators, its effects are tantamount to the use of 

force. 

The problem has many implications and complications; they are as numerous 

as the conflicts that disrupt nations and the ideologies in the world today. 

The problem's political aspects are the same as those of the kind of conflict to 

be found in the minds of men and their ideas about the future, especially those 

brought about by the play of political strategies. 

There is no time to dwell further on this aspect. It is sufficient merely 

to mention it. 

Regardless of the ideological viewpoint from which we analyse the events of 

the past 30 years, there is no doubt that they reveal, among many other things, 

two facts in particular. The first is that force has been used in different 

parts of the world. The second is that force is used as an instrument of 

international policy in order, of course, to exert pressure or to threaten. 

It is also obvious that, in a desire for dominance or even for ex~ansion, 

a super-Power has sometimes challenged the position or power of another and this 

has extended to the rest of the world, involving many nations, and in the course 

of this many rights have been violated. 

All this has happened during the existence of the principles of the Charter 

of the United Nations. The reality of the last 30 years has led to a confusing 

situation. Peace appears to be safeguarded better by the possible dread consequences 

of stockpiled nuclear weapons than by the accumulation of all the principles of 

international law to which we have referred. The power of dissuasion, military 

balance, limitation of weapons of mass destruction, prohibition of the use of 

other dimensions for purposes of destruction are science fiction subjects of 

lively interest among the super-Powers. 

vfuat remains of the rights of nations, juridical equality, a system of 

international relations safeguarded by law, if a word has even been coined 

which is significant for the understanding of this policy -- significant in both 
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its true meaning and the erroneous meaning one of the parties has given to it -

a word interpreted as a synonym for the non-use of force when actually it lS an 

expression concerning tension? I am referring to the word "detente". It 

represents a trigger, an instrument that serves either to shoot or not to shoot; 

it serves indeed to regulate the shot. This is what was thought necessary to 

safeguard peace in the world. In other words, the trigger is not pulled by one 

party so long as the other party does not pull it. That is the situation 

concerning force. Is this the peace conceived once established by the United 

Nations international order? We know it is not. 

Taking this political analysis to the extreme, we can say the following. 

First, the nuclear arms race is fundamentally the responsibility of the great 

Powers. I must add, with good reason that an essential part falls en the Power 

that has made the present proposal. 

Secondly, the existence of enormous nuclear arsenals and arsenals of other 

weapons in the possession of the super-Powers makes the disruption of world peace 

a catastrophe. 

Thirdly, world peace is 1n addition especially threatened by the subversive 

ideological war introduced into other States by the Soviet Union. 

Fourthly, the constant disruption of the international juridical order 

and in particular the principles safeguarding the independence, sovereignty and 

territorial integrity of nations and the right to international co-operation -

caused by the action of States which interfere in the internal affairs of other 

States and which militantly polarize some States against others neither secures 

peace nor serves the purposes of the Charter. 

Fifthly, only the predominance of international law in international relations 

and the prevalence of the purposes and principles of the Charter over the divergent 

political oljectives of States can guarantee peace, law, justice and the freedom 

of peoples and nations. 

From all I have said we can arrive at the following conclusion. The canst it uent 

principles of international law, specific norms to govern international relations 

legally, are clearly defined. On this there is no confusion or doubt. All Member 

States are well aware of the commitments undertaken under the Charter, in particular 

the commitment to refrain from the use of force against another State. So it ir; 

not a lack of instruments of international law that leads to insecurity throughout 
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the world and engenders the arms race to which we have referred. What is lacking 

is good faith, international trust and the will to discharge in good faith the 

obligations deriving from the Charter. 

In these debates it is not customary to refer to specific situations, but 

we must do so in order to say in all truth that it is precisely that good faith 

in discharging the obligations imposed by international law that we find lacking 

in the international policy of some super-Powers. Indeed, it is obvious to many 

nations and to members of the most varied schools of thought that the Soviet Union 

uses and intends to continue to use force in its various manifestations and forms 

in order to pursue its expansionist policy. 

In this connexi.on the Foreign Minister of Chile at this session of the 

General Assembly said: 

"We repeat from this podium that even though it is true that 

global confrontation has been rendered remote, such an absence of 

conflict is applicable only in connexion with the prevention of a 

world war. Soviet communism still practises expansionist aggression, 

abetted by its ideological penetration and seeking to gain gee-strategic 

positions everywhere in the world where good faith or the weakness of 

free countries has permitted or tolerated it." (A/31/PV.l8. pp. 91-92) 

The Soviet delegation's proposal now under discussion may appear to some 

representatives to be a positive development. To us, it is at once contradictory 

and understandable contradictory, if we look at the facts of Soviet international 

conduct throughout the world; understandable, if we consider only its strategic 

objectives. 

The Soviet Union maintains a war economy in which high priority .is accorded 

the arms race, to which it sacrifices the well-being and development of the 

countries it dominates. More than 24 per cent of the Soviet budget is devoted to 

military expenditure, which accounts for about 20 per cent of the gross national 

product of that country. This percentage is three times as great as the percentage 

of gross national product devoted to military expenditure by the United States. 

It is five times as great as the percentage of gross national product devoted to 

military expenditure by the countries of Western Europe together! 
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The better and greater part of Soviet technology or that 

acquired by them, ty \vhatever means, is devoted to the production 

of nuclear or conventional weapons to the detriment of consumer goods and 

the living standards of the population. 

Soviet intervention in many nations, through either internal factions 

or outside groups, with massive supplies of weapons and war material, is 

a proven fact. The Soviet Union uses as a weapon of pressure the 

presence of the Soviet fleet, which includes atomic submarines in all 

oceans, regardless of the distance from its own national borders and 

ports. This is a clear demonstration of the use or threat of force as 

an element of Soviet international policy. Moreover, it is understandable 

that Soviet strategy should be to lull free nations into a false sense of 

security in order to mask its efforts to maintain the false image of the 

Soviet Union as the chmapion of peace. 

Chile, which has already experienced, and fortunately defeated, Soviet 

communist strategy in its country, has thP moral duty to tell the world 

where this deception can lead. 

The Soviet Union has proposed a world treaty on the non-use of 

force in international relations. Twenty years after the bloody Soviet 

armed intervention in Hungary, the United Nations has the right to ask 

whether the treaty proposed by the Soviet Union would in similar situations 

prevent another Soviet military intervention. Similarly, the United Nations 

has the right to ask whether the Brezhnev doctrine enunciated to justify the 

use of Soviet force in the invasion of Czechoslovakia still subsists, with 

the limitation of sovereignty it implies, and whether it would disappe_ar 

with the conclusion of the proposed treaty. 

It would also be desirable to know whether, for the Soviet Union, the 

conclusion of a treaty such as the one proposed would inhibit it from 

continuing to pursue its ideolo~ieal war throughout the world, intervenin~ 

unlawfully in other nations, and supporting subversive and even violent acts 

carried out by Soviet communism in other nations J or if, on the contrary, 

it would continue to violate the rights of other ·nations and the principles 

of the Cl::arter. 
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It would be interesting to have replies to these and many other questions 

ln order to determine to 1v-hat extent the fundamental good faith that 

must prevail in international law could exist under the treaty proposed to 

this Assembly) so that it might truly represent a further sten J.- ensuring 

peace, international law and universal concord. 

~i_r. BISHARA (Kuwait): The non--use of force in international 

relations is one of the main objectives of the Charter. 'I'he obligatioh 

to refrain from any threat or use of force is consistent with the 

purposes and principles uf the United Nations and flows directly from 

the Charter itself. It is unequivocally binding in law and, if strictly 

complied with, can have far-reaching practical consequences. 

It is pertinent to ask this question: Why do States resort to force? 

It is normally the strong which resort to force· as a means of prOJ'l.oting their 

narrow and selfish interests. In many instances the threat or use of force 

is employed as a means to coerce weaker States, subdue them or obtain 

political concessions. In nine cases out of ten force is not used for 

legitimate purposes such as self··defence or repelling an attack but to 

extract benefits from a weaker State. 

The structure of international security is 1v-eak, not because of 

any inherent defect in the Charter but rather because the enforcement 

provisions contained in the Charter have never been applied. \Jhile Article 2 (4) 

of the Charter enjoins all Members to refrain in their international relations 

from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or political 

independence of any State, paragraph 5 of the same Article imposes on all 

lJiember States an obligation to give the United Nations assistance ln any 

action it takes against a State lvhich is the target of preventive or 

enforcement action. 

The irrationality of the situation has been brought about by the lack of 

unanir1i ty amonF~ the ]Jeraanent rce'n'Jcrs of the Sec~1ri t~r Council) >:i t·\Out I·Thich 

YJreventive or enforcePeTlt acLion is not <)ossible. It is T)robabl<.r 1Jecn.use of che 

lac:::. of r~nforcement action 1ri t~1in the frm~1euorl: of the Charter tl1at sone countries 

l c• 
' .o iral alJout the utili tv of ac1c:in;: ;mot~1er international 

instrument in this vital field unless a mechanism is also devised to deter 

an aggressor State or force it to give up the fruits of its aggression. 
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In the absence of enforcement measures, it is difficult for sl11all 

countries to see how they can escape the evil designs of more powerful 

countries. In spite of the provisions of the Charter proscribing the 

threat or use of force, nothing has so far curbed the temptation of 

powerful countries to advance their national interests through the 

use of force or prevented them from using their military power to 

secure national objectives. 

It is the view of my delegation that the use of force in international 

relations vrill not vanish simply because the General Assembly of the United 

Nations adopts the text of a draft treaty providing for the non-use of 

force ln international relations. The matter is much more serious than 

that: it has deep roots in the fabric of international security and existing 

patterns of international relations. 

My delegation has no doubt that a new- international instrument, if 

properly drafted, will reinforce the relevant provisions of the Charter 

and serve as a reminder that resort to force in international relations 

is an evil that must be completely uprooted from the corpus of international 

society. The vrorld is still replete with ca.ses of aggression, oppression, 

tyranny, foreign occupation and maltreatment of indigenous populations. 
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The text of the Soviet draft resolution has, indeed, lofty aims. No one 

can be against the non-use of force. One can hardly doubt the good intentions 

of the proposal of the Soviet Union. However, the text must be of a comprehensive 

c "~C:tr:1ctd" sc;.c':. ·:;,s to cover ~ell possible situations. My delegation finds a 

lot of merit in the Soviet draft, -vrhich, as the representative of the Soviet Union, 

l'1l:C. Kuznetsov) reminded us the other day, seeks to develop the provision of 

the Charter on the non- -use of force,, 11maldng it more concrete and applicable 

to the present--day international situation". (A/3l}PV.ll, p. 12) This is a 

healthy approach. He particularly appreciate the statement of the representative 

of the Soviet Union, Mr. Kuznetsov, in -vrhich he clearly d.• .• fines his Government 1 s 

atti tucle towards aggression, saying that: 

;'The Soviet Union is firmly convinced that there can be no 

justification or excuse for the committing of agsression, or for the 

continuing of aggressive action, or for the forcible retention of 

territories occupied as a result of aggression, or for the pursuit by 

an aggressor of a policy of suppressing the indic;enous populationn. 

(!b_ij._~_~_y ___._ _16) 

A similar intent was expressed earlier by the Foreign Minister of the 

Soviet Union, l1r. Andrei Gromyko, 1-rho said that: 

''There is, of course) a fundamental difference between the launching 

of hostilities for the purposes of aggression and the legitimate right 

to repel aggression or eliminate its consequences. Can the Arabs, for 

instance, resi"jn themselves to the loss of their lands? And do the 

colonial peoples have no right to fight for their independence till final 

victory? They do indeed have an inalienable right to that''. (p./31/PV. 7, p. 67) 

Though -vre entirely agree with these remarlm" we do not believe that the text 

is sufficiently explicit in upholding the rights of countries and peoples who 

are the victims of foreign occupation and oppression. 

There 11mst be, in our vie1-r, a clear and explicit provision which states 

that assistance to States that seek to rebuff aggression or eliminate its 

consequences,or assistance to colonial peoples which fight for their 

independence shall not be construed as being incorapatibl.: 'Tith t:,." und.crtaldng by 
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States under R.rtic1e I, para.gra_t;h 3, not to a<lduce any c<nmi ilArR.t.ion to justify 

resort to the threat or use of force in violation of the ohligativns o.s~urned 

under the proposed treaty. Our apprehensions are irwreased by t.l1e \vvrcl:: nr: 

of the third parae;raph of article II of the proposed treaty vrhich sJva.+.es that. 

parties shall refrain from any action which may agc;ravate the situation tr, 

such a degree as to endanger the maintenance of international peace and securi t.y 

and thereby mruce a peaceful settlement of the dispute more difficult. The 

emphasis should not be only on the peaceful settlement of disputes but also 

on their equitable settlement in a manner that would safeguard the inalienable 

rights of peoples to freedom and independence, and would ensure the territorial 

integrity of States and the non-recognition of territorial acquisitions obtained 

through the use of force. 

The draft treaty sublilitted by the Soviet Union also has minor technical 

defects. The wording of article V seems to give States some latitude in 

ensuring compliance with their obligations under the proposed treaty. It lS 

a vrell~known principle of international law that no State may invol;:e its 

constitutional procedures and domestic laws as a means of evading its 

international obligations. 

In the circumstances, we do not believe that there can be degrees of 

compliance, Hhether full or, according to the 1wrding of the draft, ;;fullest;,. 

He fail to see 1-rhy the treaty should be open for signature at any tir,te. 

vle prefer the practice of opening the treaty for signature for a limited 

period. States which do not sign can always accede to a treaty. However, 

we agree with the provision that it should be open for ratification or accession 

by all State~ since the nature of the legal regime involved requires 

universality" 

We are also not happy 1-rith paragraph 3 of 11rticle VII of the proposed 

treaty which provides that it shall enter into force for each contracting 

party upon the deposit of its instrument of ratification vrith the depositary. 

lle vrould prefer a provision that would m11ke entry into force of the treaty 

contingent upon ratification or accession by a certain number of States, 

especially those which have a record of committing aggression or occupying 

other territories or which practise a]2_artheid and deny peoples their ric;ht 

to self·-determination and independence. 
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The question of the use of force lS also closely linked with disarmament. 

1in undertal:ing not to use force vrould be meaningless if a system is not 

established for the regulation of armrunents. Arms are not luxury items; 

~heir very presence is an indication that the use of force cannot be ruled out. 

:Lt is true that sor,1e may claim that their arsenals are designed for self -defence. 

!Tc,wever, the overflm-rin;s arsenals which by far exceed defensive needs are 

i.n therr1selves an indication that arms have other and more sinister uses than the 

,11ere saff"guard of the basic right of self-defence. 

'rhe delegation of IC1.nvait sympathizes with the viel'l" that the draft treaty 

should contain a reference to the ne'I·T international economic order, and 

especially to the sovereignty of States over their natural resources. Any 

encroachment on that sovereignty is tantamount to the use of force in a 

clandestine and surreptitious r,mnner against the basic attributes of nationhood 

ano. the vrell -being of States. 

These are but a fel'l" tentative remarks that the delegation of ICmrai t vrould 

liLe to make at this stage. He, however; ac;ree vri th previous spealcers yesterday 

and this morning vrho st;:;.ted that the draft is of s1.:ch a momentous character that 

Governments should be given sufficient time to study it and that the proper 

ti111e for expressing final views on the text would be at the next session of 
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The CHAIRMAN: I should like to inform the Committee about the situation 

concerning the list of speakers. He have six speakers inscribed for this 

afternoon's meeting, 24 for tomorrmr and seven for Friday: the list of 

speakers is not yet closed but will be at 5 p.m. this afternoon. I have 

consult• d the Secretariat about the possibility of holding a night meeting 

tomorrow but I was informed that there -vrere some difficulties. We could have , 
an extended afternoon meeting either this afternoon or tomorrow afternoon, but 

in that case there would be some difficulties with the interpretation, as I am 

informed that interpreters could not be provided for all languages for overtime. 

It would facilitate the work of the Committee very much if those representatives 

who are ins:.:riocd for tomorrow or intend to be inscribed for tomorrovr could 

speak this afternoon, if they are in a position to do so. That would save some 

time and certainly facilitate the proceedings of our Committee and allow us 

to finish our vrork within the time allotted to us and adhere to our decision 

to finish the General debate on Friday morning. 

I should like to raise another point, which is a technical one. ;.;ost 

representatives vrho inscribe their names on the list of speakers indicate the 

approximate time they are going to speak, and I really appreciate that, because 

it enables the Secretariat to plan the available time accordingly. V!i thout 

su13c;estine; any limitations on the time allotted to each speaker, I would appreciate 

it if vhcn a representative; indicates that he will speal:, h.:t us say 

for 15 minutes, ,1:1e wculd adhere to that ets far as :r::ossiole. If he indicates that he 

-vrill speak for 15 minutes and then ~~O·::'S o~ for 55 minutes it is, I t~1inl(, 1111fair to 

otl18r rerrescntatives who would like to plan their time. 




